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Well maintained Mitsubishi Montero for sale. Reliable Mitsubishi Mirage G4 for sale. Car for sale
Mitsubishi Mirage G4 Mitsubishi Montero Sport Review: A preview of its brilliant update!
Mitsubishi Motors, Angeles City dealership. Beautiful Mitsubishi Montero Sport for sale.
Automanual 61, km. Manual , Km. Manual 49, km. Manual , km. Manual 52, km. Manual km.
Manual 85, km. Manual 1,, km. You are browsing our daily-updated list of Used Mitsubishi L less
than PHP , for sale by reliable sellers across the Philippines. Please note that there is a search
box available on the left of this page so that you can refine your results according to different
criteria such as price range, location, year of manufacture, mileage and more. When is old is
really too old? For some, the ideal age of a car's reliability is no more than 5 years. But actually
the average age of vehicles in America road is 12 years old, by that, a year-old car is younger
than average. A year-old car suits those who are looking for a reliable car at a lower price. We
are talking about American road though. This matter is important because the geography of
where the car is driven can affect its condition. After all, it's been driven for 10 years.
Maintenance, routine, and the history of the car are already factors you should look at. In this
Philkotse. So we list down 10 most reliable year-old cars you might help you decide what you
should get. The Lexus ES has a reputation for being a long-lasting Luxury sedan. It has a 3. This
luxury sedan is designed to be a comfortable luxury sedan, and if you are looking for a sporty
ride this isn't for you. Most consumers are satisfied with the comfortable, spacious seats, quiet
and isolated cabin that it offers. The trunk can carry up to Toyota Camry gives you a lot of
choices in this model. It comes with coupe and sedan. Honda Civic has a wide range of choices
from an eco â€”friendly Civic Hybrid to the sporty Si. No matter which model you choose it is
rest assured that it has long-established strengths, comfort, quality and safety of Honda Civic.
The downside of the Honda Civic is its tight back seat and few standard features on the base
model. Toyota Corolla compact sedan is renowned for its remarkable quality, dependability, and
fuel efficiency. Powered by 1. They also offer a sportier version of the Corolla XRS with a
horsepower 2. This is a full-sized sedan and one of its best assets as it's a quiet and composed
ride. It has 3. Honda Accord did not come up with V8 option but no worries it is one of the
fastest big sedans in its price range. The con is the price is quite higher than its competitors.
But the most owner gave it "fantastic value for the price". This model also has good safety
scores. Many claims that they like the high-quality cabin and that it has a flexible seating
arrangement. The downside of Toyota Highlander is the base four-cylinder engine is
unsubstantial and driving enthusiasts might find this car not so interesting to drive. SUV's are
originally made for an off-road drive. To conquer the mountain, for trails and rocky adventures.
Toyota 4Runner now offers different trims but did maintain its reputation of being solid as a
rock and what it is made for. So take a pick you would still get the durability it was known for.
Available in V6 and V8 engine. The V8 engine can tow up to 7, pounds. As this is design for
off-road some owner claims that they are having a hard time piloting them in city and highways.
So if you would need a ride for off-road and towing you might take a look at crossovers. This
one has a high score when it comes to reliability. Toyota Tundra is a good choice for full â€”
size pickup with powerful engine choices. They offer V6 and two V8 options. The highest V8
marks the Toyota Tundra fast and powerful and can tow up to 10, pounds. The car models
above are just example and to prove that there are second hand cars for sale that are over 10
years old yet still in good condition, of course with proper care, service, and maintenance. Not
to mention, most of the above brands have a reputation for reliability. D-Max mu-X All Models.
Car Search Both. From year To year From km 0 km 1, km 5, km 10, km 20, km 30, km 50, km 70,
km , km. Save this search. Use saved search. Show more. Midsize vs Full-Size Trucks: What are
the differences aside from size? Suzuki Ertiga: How much do you need to earn to buy one? Is it
wise to buy or sell used child car seats? Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV chosen by solar company
as vehicle partner Mitsubishi shares 4 reasons why the Mirage G4 is among its best-seller
Mitsubishi Outlander debuts with third-row seating. Want to get updated car listings in the mail?
Mitsubishi L Used. The gasoline-powered version of the five-passenger midsize sedan. Toyota
Corolla Toyota Corolla compact sedan is renowned for its remarkable quality, dependability,
and fuel efficiency. Honda Accord This is a full-sized sedan and one of its best assets as it's a
quiet and composed ride. Toyota Highlander It has 3. Toyota 4Runner SUV's are originally made
for an off-road drive. Toyota Tundra This one has a high score when it comes to reliability.
Show less. All rights reserved. Furthermore, for improved visibility, a raise of mm is updated for
the cab. The utility van is primarily and popularly used by small and big businesses for utility
services, people's modes of transportation, and deliveries. According to the Japanese brand, it
became a significant vehicle for those purposes mentioned above. White is the only color
option for this van as of today. The Mitsubishi L looks precisely the same as its previous
version aside from the updates on its horizontal chrome grille and front bumper. The utility
vehicle still features a robotic-looking front fascia and a boxy body type that comes with

box-shaped multi-reflector halogen headlights, fog lamps, and a trapezoidal dashboard. The
Mitsubishi L measures a length of mm, a width of mm, and a height of mm. In the meantime, the
3-seater utility van is equipped with a ground clearance that measures mm, a wheelbase of mm,
and a 55 -liter fuel tank capacity. The Mitsubishi L does not have a lot of new features to offer,
but it takes into account its reliability and practicality. The cabin of the utility vehicle exudes the
old school vibes and provides a lot of legroom. It also comes with plain fabric upholstery seats
and several tacky plastics. The van also features a glove box that can contain phones,
documents, and even a water bottle. It still got its typical analog for its instrumental console.
Some of the features excluded in the Mitsubishi L are the automatic climate control and
electrically adjustable seats, for it is not intended as a car for convenience. The safety features
of the Mitsubishi L are front impact beams, seat belt warning, engine check warning, and
side-impact beams. The Mitsubishi L is a commercial vehicle with a body style of either a 4-door
van or 2-door cab and chassis, depending on the variant. This 3-seater commercial vehicle has
a length of mm, a width of mm, and a wheelbase of mm, along with a ground clearance of mm.
The front suspension is handled by independent wishbone and coil spring with stabilizers, and
the rear setup is Semi-Elliptic leaf spring. In terms of braking power, the front brakes are
equipped with inch ventilated discs in the front, while the rear is a inch leading and trailing
drums, including 9-inch Master Vac brake boosters. The new engine of the Mitsubishi L
commits to more fuel mileage and power. The Euro 4 Compliant cc 2. It is commercialized as a
utility van that is intended to carry loads of cargo while running through unmanned roads and
puddles. Latest prices of the Mitsubishi L will be updated in the table below:. D-Max mu-X All
Models. Car Guide Mitsubishi L Mitsubishi L - Variants and Price list. Mitsubishi L - Overview.
Body type. Max Power. Max Torque. The Mitsubishi L can be used for either family trips or
business needs. The utility vehicle has evolved from its famous predecessor â€” the Mitsubishi
L Versa Van, that comes with the same purpose-driven cab styling and offers, depending on its
purpose, an incredible number of configurations in its body. An air-conditioned, seater van that
also provides enough space for luggage is being offered by the FB type Mitsubishi L It can also
transform into a delivery van that is equipped with a cab with a freezer for frozen and perishable
goods delivery. Mitsubishi's commercial vehicle is a reliable and versatile utility vehicle that
transports people and delivers goods with less hassle. There are two available variants for
Mitsubishi L, both come with a 2. The engine generates a maximum output of 98 horsepower
and torque of Nm. Moreover, it is mated with a five-speed manual tranny. The Mitsubishi L is
ideal for personal use and businesses because of its affordability and practicality. Exterior The
Mitsubishi L looks precisely the same as its previous version aside from the updates on its
horizontal chrome grille and front bumper. Interior The Mitsubishi L does not have a lot of new
features to offer, but it takes into account its reliability and practicality. Mitsubishi L Price list
View listings. Powertrain Engine Size 2. Max Horsepower Output 98 hp. Max Torque Output Nm.
Transmission Type MT. Drivetrain RWD. Front Brakes Disc. Rear Brakes Drum. Parking Brake
Type Manual Hand. Dimensions Length 4, Width 1, mm. Height 1, mm. Ground Clearance mm.
Capacities of Seats Exterior Headlights Halogen. Wheel Size 14 inches. Interior Seat Material
Fabric. Seat Adjustment Manual. Air-Conditioning Type Manual. Technology Ignition Turnkey.
Cruise Control None. Reverse Camera None. Wireless Charger None. Power Windows None.
Power-Folding Side Mirror None. Rain-Sensing Wipers None. Automatic Headlights None.
Parking Sensors None. Power Liftgate None. Stability Control None. Seatbelt Reminder None.
Security Alarm None. Note: Some of the specs you see here vary per variant. Check out each
variant to see the full specifications. The Mitsubishi L is a commercial vehicle which can be
classified as a seater van. How many seater is the L? There are two available variants for
Mitsubishi L, both come with 17 seat configuration. Is the Mitsubishi L a van? Mitsubishi PH
delivers units of L to transportation company. Mitsubishi PH shares why the L is an ideal
business partner. This Mitsubishi dealership is celebrating its 50th birthday. These owners
explain why the Mitsubishi L is a reliable workhorse. L is the top-selling Mitsubishi in August
with units sold. Mitsubishi L Versa Van: The family chariot of the s. Mitsubishi PH ,th
locally-made vehicle is an L bound for export. Mitsubishi PH lends out several L units to
transport essential workers. Mitsubishi Philippines releases details on the all-new Euro 4 L The
new Mitsubishi L Let's take a closer look! Mitsubishi in partnership with Centro to give L to Go
Negosyo. Total price PHP. Total Annual Monthly. Apply for a loan. How to use Loan Calculator?
Enter the total price of the car you like. Interest rates may differ depending on the loan provider
bank or in-house. The amounts listed don't represent any offer from Philkotse or any of its
financing partners. Share this Mitsubishi L - guide. Ulong Tubig, Carmona, Cavite. View all. All
rights reserved. Mitsubishi L 2. Get Quote. Carmudi is your ultimate destination to find all new
Cars 1 information, including Car specs, features, prices and images that will help you choose.
Find great deals on good condition 27 second hand Cars for sale in the Philippines with price,

features, images and specifications. Select your favorite drive out of available 28 cars and make
your dream come true of buying your own car. Since its inception, the product line has used the
same engine model, the 4D56, and is available in a 2. Other trim levels use a gasoline engine
and some are equipped with a turbo engine. Being a multi-purpose vehicle MPV , the Mitsubishi
L FB has a body-on-frame structure with an independent wishbone and coil spring front
suspension and a semielliptical leaf spring in its rear. The L has rear wheel drive RWD and runs
on a 5-speed manual transmission. Safety features on the L Mitsubishi van are minimal, as you
can see in the list below. The Mitsubishi L van is primarily intended for commercial use, and as
such, interior features are very basic. The Mitsubishi L is a versatile van with a simple
streamlined design. Depending on the need, buyers can choose between 3- or 4- door variants,
as well as 3-, , or seating configurations. You can expect the following prices for a new or 2 nd
hand Mitsubishi L van for sale Philippines when you browse through our website:. Do you have
some questions about how to buy or sell your next car? Or do you want some tips on how to
finance, insure or maintain a Mitsubishi L? Here are some articles that will answer your
questions and help you on your journey:. Latest Price Lowest Price , Mitsubishi L Review in the
Philippines. Mitsubishi L Specs and Performance. Mitsubishi L Fuel Consumption. Second hand
Mitsubishi L fuel consumption: Mitsubishi L Mitsubishi L Features. Mitsubishi L Design.
Mitsubishi L Interior The Mitsubishi L van is primarily intended for commercial use, and as
such, interior features are very basic. Mitsubishi L Pros and Cons. Read below for the
Mitsubishi L's advantages and disadvantges: Mitsubishi L Pros The Mitsubishi L is long-lasting
and has a low maintenance cost. The Mitsubishi L has a lot of engine choices to choose from.
Versatile and dependable, the Mitsubishi L can fit a variety of purposes. For those with a low
budget, the Mitsubishi L is conveniently affordable. Mitsubishi L Cons The L has a lack of
refinement in terms of exterior looks. In terms of technology, the L has very minimal features.
The Mitsubishi L doesn't come with many safety features or equipment. The cabin design of the
Mitsubishi L is basic and the materials are cheap. Mitsubishi L Price List in the Philippines.
Mitsubishi L latest offers in the Philippines. Mitsubishi L price list by year. Mitsubishi L
Additional Advice. Explore L Mitsubishi L used. Check Used Mitsubishi L Mitsubishi L new.
View Mitsubishi L Details. New Mitsubishi cars. Mitsubishi Strada. View Mitsubishi Strada
Inventory. Mitsubishi Montero Sport. View Mitsubishi Montero Sport Inventory. Mitsubishi
Mirage G4. View Mitsubishi Mirage G4 Inventory. Mitsubishi Xpander. View Mitsubishi Xpander
Inventory. Mitsubishi Mirage. View Mitsubishi Mirage Inventory. Mitsubishi used cars. Used
Mitsubishi Montero Sport. Used Mitsubishi Mirage G4. Used Mitsubishi Adventure. Used
Mitsubishi Mirage. Used Mitsubishi L Second Hand used cars Similar to Mitsubishi L Used
Toyota Hiace. Used Hyundai Grand Starex. Used Hyundai Starex. Used Ford E Used KIA
Carnival. View All Second Hand Cars. Overview About Us Contact Us. Connect With Us wecare
carmudi. All Rights Reserved. Whether for business use or for carrying an entire extended
family into countless memorable journeys, the Mitsubishi L utility vehicle can befit all the
aforementioned needs. It can also come as a delivery van with a freezer-type cab for delivering
perishable and frozen goods, among others. Beating within its many faces is a 2. The Mitsubishi
L originally made its appearance in in the Philippines and since then became available in
several body configurations. There was the popular van configuration as well as the FB body
configuration which was primarily used for business purposes in the country. The light
commercial vehicle would steadily receive minor updates until the environmental laws in the
Philippines would require vehicles to have at least a EURO IV emissions rating. In April of ,
Mitsubishi Motors Philippines would announce that it would be returning the popular light
commercial vehicle into the market this time with a new motor. It would now come with a 2. It
would still be available with an FB as well as a cab and chassis variant. Its overall exterior look
would remain the same, however, the cab would be raised slightly to accommodate the new
engine. A new grille and bumper that includes a new air dam would also be given to the updated
vehicle. The Mitsubishi L in the Philippines comes powered by a 2. As a light commercial
vehicle, it comes with independent wishbone and coil spring front suspension and a
semi-elliptic leaf spring rear setup. The Mitsubishi L still retains the same look as it had when it
initially launched. It comes with a boxy cabin with seating for 3 passengers. For its latest
iteration, Mitsubishi Philippines has given it a new grille along with a new bumper. The
Japanese brand has also raised the cabin height slightly in order to accommodate its new 2. It
still carries with it halogen headlights as well as tail lamps. Its signal lights and park lights also
utilize halogen bulbs for their lighting elements as well. The Mitsubishi L comes with a utilitarian
interior similar to that of its predecessor. It comes with a rectangular dashboard along with
straightforward controls climate controls and a thin two-spoke steering wheel. Plenty of
cubbyholes are also present in the vehicle allowing for the storage of multiple items within the
cabin. The Mitsubishi L comes with 3 point seatbelts for the driver and passengers. As it is a

light commercial vehicle it doesn't come with other safety features. Connect with the top
Mitsubishi sales agents in the Philippines. These agents have good reply speeds, process
transactions quickly and have good customer reviews. Frances Pendon. Mitsubishi Motors,
Carmona. Mark Anthony Ramos. Christian Joves. Ace Dayuta. The Mitsubishi L comes in the
following colors: White. View engine specs, dimensions, safety and technology features in our
full variant pages. View all available official car promos from across the Philippines. View the
most compared cars versus the Mitsubishi L Read our expert reviews, up to date news, video
features and road trips. The brand reaches another milestone as it rolls out its ,th L production
unit. Read reviews from verified car buyers and find out from real owners what it's like to own
Mitsubishi L Our Verified Buyer Reviews come from confirmed customers that have had their
purchase registered on the AutoDeal platform. Verified Buyer. Still sporting the old boxy look
instead of rounded corners let ke the and the closed van should be a little higher.. You can
request quotations simultaneously from multiple Mitsubishi dealerships. Select your preferred
dealers from the list below. Ask for a quote from up to 3 dealers. You have only selected one
dealer, select up to 3 dealers and compare prices to get the best deal. Phone numbers won't be
sent to dealers unless verified. For more information on how we handle personal information,
please read our privacy policy. From: P , â€” 1,, From: P , â€” , Cars Motorcycles Trucks. Car
Loan Insurance Servicing. Pickup Truck. Station Wagon. View All 11 Photos. Launch The
Mitsubishi L originally made its appearance in in the Philippines and since then became
available in several body configurations. Exterior The Mitsubishi L still retains the same look as
it had when it initially launched. Interior The Mitsubishi L comes with a utilitarian interior similar
to that of its predecessor. Safety The Mitsubishi L comes with 3 point seatbelts for the driver
and passengers. View all Mitsubishi Agents. Body Type Commercial Vehicle No. View All
Promos. Mitsubishi L Hyundai H Kia K Tata Super Ace Mint. Suzuki Super Carry. View Top 10
Comparisons. View More Mitsubishi L News. Fuel Economy 4. Driving Performance 4. Comfort
4. Interior Features 3. Interior Space 4. Get the best deal - Choose multiple dealerships to
compare offers! Receive quotes from multiple dealers in minutes. Check vehicle and color
availability. Choose the best deal for you. Dealer Details Ask for a quote from up to 3 dealers.
Preferred Dealer. You must select at most 3 dealers. Selected Dealers. Get more quotes and get
the best price! Yes, please get me quotes from up to three 3 Mitsubishi dealerships if applicable
We will send your quote request to other Mitsubishi dealers, which are close to the selected
dealers chosen, so you can get the best price! Preferred Color No Color Available. Are you an
OFW? No Yes. First Name Last Name. Phone Number Phone numbers won't be sent to dealers
unless verified. Your Location in the Philippines. Financing Option I need a car loan I already
have a car loan I will pay in cash. Preferred Car Loan Duration 5 years 4 years 3 years 2 years 1
year. Message Hi, I would like to receive a financing quote for the Mitsubishi L, thank you. Is
send three quotes. Is car loan needed. Preferred Color ffffff. Similar Cars. Promo Available. View
More Brands. Commercial Vehicle. Rear-Wheel Drive. Not Available. The Mitsubishi L price in
the Philippines starts at P, View the price list table below to see the SRP prices of the entire
range of Mitsubishi L, and special promo offers available. Find the best price by requesting
quotes from Mitsubishi dealers. Important: AutoDeal. However, please note that vehicle
specifications, prices, and images may be changed by the manufacturers and dealerships
without prior notice. Always test drive a vehicle before purchasing. If you spot a potential
mistake, feel free to contact us at info autodeal. You can request quotations simultaneously
from multiple Mitsubishi dealerships. Select your preferred dealers from the list below. Ask for a
quote from up to 3 dealers. You have only selected one dealer, select up to 3 dealers and
compare prices to get the best deal. Phone numbers won't be sent to dealers unless verified.
For more information on how we handle personal information, please read our privacy policy.
From: P , â€” , From: P , â€” 1,, Cars Motorcycles Trucks. Car Loan Insurance Servicing. Pickup
Truck. Station Wagon. Manual Diesel. This is a car loan estimate and does not reflect the actual
car loan rate, as rates vary between banks and dealerships. Get the best deal - Choose multiple
dealerships to compare offers! Receive quotes from multiple dealers in minutes. Check v
youtube space odyssey
pathfinder manual pdf
2010 f150 manual
ehicle and color availability. Choose the best deal for you. Dealer Details Ask for a quote from
up to 3 dealers. Preferred Dealer. You must select at most 3 dealers. Selected Dealers. Get more
quotes and get the best price! Yes, please get me quotes from up to three 3 Mitsubishi
dealerships if applicable We will send your quote request to other Mitsubishi dealers, which are
close to the selected dealers chosen, so you can get the best price! Preferred Color No Color
Available. Are you an OFW? No Yes. First Name Last Name. Phone Number Phone numbers

won't be sent to dealers unless verified. Your Location in the Philippines. Financing Option I
need a car loan I already have a car loan I will pay in cash. Preferred Car Loan Duration 5 years
4 years 3 years 2 years 1 year. Message Hi, I would like to receive a financing quote for the
Mitsubishi L, thank you. Is send three quotes. Is car loan needed. Preferred Color ffffff. Similar
Cars. Promo Available. View More Brands. Promo 2. Promo 3.

